mann space of constant curvature) is the vanishing of the above projective vector invariant.
mann space of constant curvature) is the vanishing of the above projective vector invariant.
It follows from (8) that the system of curves defined by dt geoKo (9) has an invariant determination in the two-dimensional projective space, i.e., the congruence given by (9) is independent of the particular metric tensor by which the geodesics of the space are determined. The family of curves (9) is of especial interest since in general these curves are distinct from the invariant geodesics of the space. It would appear that this invariant family of curves (or the above projective vector invariant) would be of particular significance in the further study of the geometry of the two-dimensional projective Riemann space.
1. The topics discussed in this note have their origin in the theory of arc length. We shall be concerned with triples of equations of the form x = x(u), y = y(u), z = z(u) where each function is defined and continuous on a closed linear interval a < u < ,B. For conciseness we write the triple as X = t(u), u e I, where X(u) is the vector (x(u), y(u), z(u)) and I is the interval a < u < . With length defined in the usual way in terms of inscribed polygons, the length of the curve represented by X = X(u), u e I, is then a function L(t) of the vector X.
The following definitions explain the notation and terminology used.
The magnitude of a vector X is denoted by 1IX. Given any vector function X(u) = (x(u), y(u), z(u)), ueI, the vector (x'(u), y'(u), z'(u)), defined wherever these derivatives exist, is written as X'(u) or, more briefly, X'. A vector X(u), u e I, is said to be continuous if and only if each component x(u), y(u), z(u) is continuous on I. A vector X(u), u e I, is said to be of bounded variation (briefly, X is BV on I) if and only if each component VOL. 31, 1945 x(u), y(u), z(u) is of bounded variation on I. A vector (u), u e I, is said to be absolutely continuous (briefly, AC) if and only if each component x(u), y(u), z(u) is absolutely continuous on I. The functional L(t) is defined explicitly as follows: L(S) = lubZj&(u) -X(u') , where the least upper bound is taken over all finite subdivisions of I into non-overlapping. intervals u' < u < u'. For vectors of the special form (u) = (f(u), 0, 0) the length reduces to the total variation V(f) of f(u) on I.
We It is easily verified that strong convergence in length implies convergence in length, but not conversely. Moreover it is well known2 5 that convergence in variation is necessary but not sufficient for convergence in length. Results stated in later sections will clarify further the relations among these convergence types. In the literature3 4there are various generalizations involving a study of finding conditions under which the sign of equality will hold approximately. That work is concerned solely with the non-parametric case. The following statements may be considered as extensions of those results to the general case.
(b) If xi(u) and X2(u) are BV and continuous on I, then each of the following hold:
In the non-parametric case where X, = (u, y,(u), zi(u)) and X2 = (u, y2(u), z2(u)) we have X' = (1, y'(u), z'(u)) and X = (1, y'(u), z'(u)). In this case an elementary discussion yields the relation -112 . (1)2(S)2 -('')2. From part (ii) of (b) we then obtain the following result.
(c) If X, = (u, y1(u), z1(u)) and X2 = (U, y2(u), z2(u) are BV and continuous on I, then {Jl -' (b) If ,n "-* o0l{?} and n = (U, Yn(U), Zn(U)) for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., then fJltn -.to| > 0
In a sense, the preceding statements can be considered as relating convergence in length to convergence in direction. Although the converses are not true, the following special case is of interest. 6. There is apparently a lack of finality and completeness in the theory of convergence in length. The reason for this is that some of the simple properties of strong convergence in length do not generally hold for convergence in length. In special cases where suitable additional conditions are imposed on the vector functions complete characterizations are possible. In the non-parametric case the absolute continuity of go is sufficient to make convergence in length equivalent to strong convergence in length. Obtaining characterization theorems for the cases just mentioned is therefore a simple problem. In the following result, however, strong convergence in length is not implied. , 40, 413-417 (1934) . 2 Adams, C. R., and Lewy, H., Duke Math. Jour., 1, no. 1, 19-26 (1935) . 3 McShane, E. J., Ann. Math., (2) 33, 125-138 (1932) . ' Rad6, T., and Reichelderfer, P., Bull. Am. Math. Soc., 47, no. 2, 102-108 (1941) . 6 Rad6, T., and Reichelderfer, P., Duke Math. Jour., 9, no. 3, 527-565 (1942) .
